













Introduction: Leadership and the ICT Revolution























































•IoT is the interconnections of:
•computing devices;
•mechanical and digital machines;
•objects;




•IoT enables connected things and peopleto transfer useful information over acommunication network withoutrequiring human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction.














The introduction of Internet Protocol version 6
(IPv6) allows us to assign a unique network
address to billions of devices.
The IPv4 was a 32-bit addressing system having
232unique addresses.
The IPv6 is a 128-bit system having 2128
(3.4x1038) unique addresses.
There is high proliferation of smart devices that
have in-built sensors and capabilities for






























































































































































































• 156m Emails sent
• 16m	 TextMessages	sent
• 4.1m		 YouTube	videos viewed
• 3.5m Google	Search Queries




• 452k	 Tweets sent
• 342k	 Apps Downloaded
• 150k GIFs Sent	via	Messenger
• 70k Hours	Watched on	Netflix
• 46.2k	 Instagram	Posts uploaded
• 40k	 Spotify	Hours	listened









































•Digital divide is defined as:
§inequality of access to the Internet;
§the gap between a group of people who haveaccess to computers and the Internet and thosewho do not;











•Today, the internet has created a Global NetworkedBusiness environment with limitless access to talentwith critical digital innovative expertise.
• Savvy companies now encourage the staffing ofpersons with a desire for disrupting the status-quo,who can operate remotely with a distributed peergroup of collaborators, with very minimalsupervision.
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The	Demands	of	Leadership
•The implication of this revolution is that leadersand managers must keep abreast with the fastchanging scope of ICT infrastructure, andapplications to ensure they are not left behindby innovative and enterprising employees.
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• Leaders must adopt social media to engagewith both internal and external audienceswith a view of strengthening and
leveraging relationships.
• Linking social media adoption andleadership contributes to positiveorganizational outcomes such as:
• increased employee trust;
• efficiency among virtual teams;
• higher level of employee participation;
• efficient knowledge sharing; and






• According to T. Friedman, for avariety of reasons, what economistscall "barriers to entry" are beingdestroyed; today an individual orcompany anywhere can collaborateor compete globally.





• Bill Gates says, “Today, I would
rather be a genius born in China or
India, than an average guy born in
Poughkeepsie (a high-brow location
in the New York, USA).“
• The implication of the abovestatement simply extols theimportance of IT skills today,portending a brighter future for askilled genius in an emergingeconomy, than for an elite in a G8nation.
The	Response	of	Leadership
• Hierarchies are being eroded and playing fields levelled asnew countries and peoples rise in importance and ambition
• are we conducting ourselves in a way that will spell successin this new atmosphere?
• As an institution we must accept the fact that the globalplaying field only supports a dynamically disruptiveapproach to leadership and innovation.

























































7. George	Barna,	“Future	Cast”.8. https://s3.amazonaws.com/postscapes/IoT-Harbor-Postscapes-Infographic.pdf.9. http://bit.ly/at-iot-harbor10. J.	Salmi,	“The	Chalenge of	Establishing	World-Class	Universities,	available	at:”http://bit.ly/at-wcu
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